THE ECLIPSE 550
Ta k e c o n t r o l o f
y o u r t r av e l

The manufacturer, ONE Aviation aerospace company, is run by a team of industry pioneers dedicated to
engineering the most compelling aircraft for the modern traveller.

How to Purchase an Eclipse 550

SE
550 Prices
Environmental

To purchase an Eclipse Jet, contact us at +49 33731 279000 or +31 50 808 0174,
by email at info@jetlounge.de, or at www.jetlounge.de.

SE Prices

The Eclipse keeps your recurring costs low,
whether it be hangar, insurance, or training.
Every aspect of the airplane has been optimized
for cost reduction.

Avionics

The Eclipse 550 has the lowest acquisition cost
of any jet on the market (US$ 2.995.000).

Performance

Cost of Ownership

The Eclipse’s P&WC engines consume less fuel in
an hour’s flight than some jets consume taxiing for
takeoff.

Specs

Cost of Acquisition

Cost of Flying

Seating Config.

The Eclipse 550 comes standard with a 5-year,
1,000 hour factory warranty, as well as a scheduled
maintenance program that will take care of all
required inspections for the first 5 years you own
your Eclipse 550.

Safety

We designed the Eclipse 550 twin-engine jet to be
the safest, easiest, single-pilot jet to fly. Our new
integrated flight management and avionics systems
are not only intuitive and user friendly, but they
streamline and automate many tasks. These
systems, combined with Auto-Throttles and AntiSkid Brakes provide you with a new level of
confidence and safety when flying. Transitioning
to the Eclipse 550 is simple and fun. When you fly
an Eclipse for the first time, you quickly realize the
unique value that the Eclipse 550 offers.

Training

Cost of Maintenance

Warranty

Safe, fun, user-friendly & money-saving

Service

Flying at altitudes up to 41,000 feet at a max cruise of 375 KTAS, you no longer worry about, or deviate for,
weather. No more delays, extra overnights, or early commercial flights. Takeoff when you feel like leaving and,
at these speeds, you are home in time for dinner. Whether on business or pleasure, you travel in the quietest
twin-engine jet in general aviation, and get where you want to be in comfort and style.

Oper. Costs

Welcome to your new time machine
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